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1. PROJECT TITLE 
 
Siragu School, Suyam, Chennai 
 
2. PROJECT IDENTIFIER (To be filled by ROSE volunteer) 
(Format: "Year-Name of NGO or school-Village or town", e.g. 2007-Suyam-Chennai) 
 
2008-Suyam-Chennai 
 
3. CONTACT PERSON INFORMATION  
 
Name of ROSE volunteer coordinating the 
project 

Praveen Raghavan 

Telephone +32 484 425 036      
Email praveen.social@gmail.com 
 
Name of ROSE volunteer doing site visit 
of the project 

Janaki Raman Rangarajan 

Telephone 

+32 488 568 924           

Email Vrjraman6@gmail.com 
 
Name of project executor Mr. Muthuram 
Telephone +91 94444 04822 
Email suyam_awake@yahoo.co.in
 
If executor is part of an NGO, then please provide   
4. INFORMATION ON THE NGO 
 
Name  Suyam Charitable Trust 
Address No. 22, Muthu St., 

Vyasarpadi 
Chennai 600 079, Tamilnadu , India  

Telephone +91 44 25204822 / +91 44-43237732 
Fax +91 44 25204822 
Email suyam_awake@yahoo.co.in
Website www.suyam.org
Registration Number 1163/99 
 

mailto:suyam_awake@yahoo.co.in
mailto:suyam_awake@yahoo.co.in
http://www.suyam.org/
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5. SITE VISIST REPORT – JUNE 2009 
June 26, 2009 – Friday: 8:00 AM – 13:00 
Participants: Janaki Raman R (ROSE volunteer), Muthuram (Project Executor), Poornima 
(Janaki Raman’s sister) 
We travelled to the Siragu school though public transport of EMU trains from Perambur, 
chennai to Avadi Military siding station (30 minutes), followed by .auto ride to siragu school 
for 15 minutes (4 – 5 kms, Rs. 50 for auto). Mr. Muthuram joined us enroute and took us to 
the school. We reached the school around 8:45 hours. 
 
Location: 
The location of the school is little remote from Avadi military siding station. The access roads 
to the school are well layed and can be commuted by two/three/four wheelers. The school is 
little isolated surrounded by barn/bushes in three sides. The perimeter of the school is 
surrounded by well erected compund wall and the ground level is raised to cope with the 
water stagnation. Still, the access to the school during the rainy season could be a hard job 
and water stagnation during heavy rains could be expected. 
 
School transport: 
As we arrived at the school at 8:45 hours, the school van was buzzing with kids. In tandem 
we could see autos (three-wheeled taxis), ferrying school children from neighbouring villages. 
Both due to the remote location of the school and to motivate the less priveleged children, the 
school employs 2 school vans to ferry children from nearby areas. Public transport to the 
school seems non-existent. Majority of school van users seem to pay a nominal van fees, 
which is regular revenue to the school. 

 
During our visit, one of the second hand school van was broken and there was severe over 
load on the only one van. To cope with the transport issue, the school was employing autos to 
ferry the children. In addition, the lone school van was doing multiple trips to the school 
dropping one batch after the other. By the time we were there, the van was leaving for third 
round for the day. Mr. Muthuram detailed about the transport being a serious problem, 
because if not for the transport many kids from remote areas, might not take the extra step to 
attend the school regularly. 
 
Recently, there seem to have been a major foriegn funding (~ 6 lakhs from NL), for buying a 
new vehicle for the school. Partial school funding along with major contributions from 
external funding,‘swaraj mazda van’ had been bought by the school, both to use them for 
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siragu transport and for suyam trust usage. The formalities were finished and the school van 
must be arriving soon for regular usage. Mean time, the broken van has been costing quiet 
some expenditure one after the other. Still, due to their bad need for transport, the school is 
working to get the vehicle repaired and getting it back on road. 
 
Administration: 
The school is run by the prinicipal Mrs. N Rajathi, who is 50+ years and had been in the 
education filed for a long time. Ms. Uma and Mr. Mr.Muthuram address the education, 
adminstration and finance of Siragu from Suyam trust. Still, they frequently visit the Siragu 
School, attend vistors and manage the entire adminstration of the school. But day to-day 
activity for running the school seems to be independent of Mr. Muthuram or Ms. Uma’s 
presence. 
 
We met the teachers and adminstrative staff in the teachers’room. A physically disabled 
resident female staff uses the computer to prepare work sheets and handle all computer 
replated work for the school. A male staff supervises the school activities like school 
assembly, class room allocation and works as teacher’s coordinator. Some of the teachers are 
from the neighbourhood and the rest are residents at school, who are from southern districts. 
The resident teacher’s came in contact through previous suyam work and joined siragu team. 
They take care of the hostel kids and help in school adminstration too. 
 
Infrastructure: 
The school amdinistration office and 5-6 classrooms are taking place in construction that is 
false rooofed on asbestos kind of cieling. The false roof with thermocols help beat the heat to 
an extent, but their state seems to require replacement/repair badly. One such room is used as 
multi-purporse office room/staff room/adminstrative room. It was piled with notebooks, files, 
some registers for teachers to sign and recieves visitors. Being close to ground level, water 
staganattion could be imminent in this adminstrative block and class rooms. 
 

 
Apart from the above class rooms, there are series of three concrete roofed buildings/blocks 
constructed through donation from various organizations like ‘Freedom through education’, 
‘Madras knights round table’, ‘Round tabel India National Project’, ‘Fundacio Marc Sauquet, 
Spain – Toilet block’ and ‘ROSE vzw, Belgium – Physics lab, Girls toilet, biogas plant’. 
These blocks seem well constructed, recent and have good usage. Better maintenance (broken 
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window glasses, painting, remove blockage in new biogas plant etc.) of these might be 
essential in order to extend their life. All together these concrete building contirbute to 
roughly 6-8 classrooms, which during the night caters as hostel rooms both for children and 
staff. May be they are also used as dining rooms, if necessary. These blocks are all 
constructed only till ground floor and further construction looks viable and highly necessary. 
 
When the question of space constraint was running through my mind, the coordinator for 
teacher’s along with the physical training staff were erecting a class in the open area (see 
figure). No construction workers, instead couple of teachers and student joined hands to 
erecta a shamiana (tent sheets) to arrange a make shift class room or a shaded area for 
teachers to gather. When a teacher had to man two classes (as one of the teacher was absent), 
she had a bunch of 45 kids who would not fit in the normal class room. So, they all came out 
to open class of the corridor sitting on the floor. 

 
 
Food: 
The school runs a kitchen to cater both the inmates of the schools and some of the day 
learners. The morning breakfast includes a nutrient powder with jaggery, coupled with 
bannana. Providing milk to every inmate seems difficult and hence not included in the day. 
Instead, good fruits and vegetables seem to be the available option. Also, no aerated 
drinks/choclates/biscuits are encouraged, because of the issues with cost vs scalability vs 
consistent supply. Whenever special meals are paid by the donors, the menu would still 
remain same except for one or two additional food item. The focus is more to provide a 
consistent nutritional supplement than a one off sumptuous meal. 
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The kitchen is organized by 70+ year old, a good hearted relative of Ms. Uma, who is assisted 
by 2-3 women from the community. The hostel inmates along with the staff get to eat the 
breakfast, lunch, snacks and dinner prepared in the kitchen. The kitchen is very small, with 
mimum facilities. A small dining area where 10 people can eat the same time is also the 
kicthen working area. It also hosts a water distillation plant that purifies the salt/well water. 
The cost of the plant is roughly Rs. 25,000 and one such is badly needed for the increasing 
student strength. It is maintained by a volunteer, one of the former inmates of Suyam, who is 
employed in the company that manufactures such water purifying units.  
 
There is also a washing area for vessels, clothes of the inmates, which is manned by the 
cleaning staff of the school. There is one operational biogas plant, which is fed by the food 
waste from the kitchen. It is to be manually operated and the gas from this plant caters to only 
3-4 gas cylinders a month.  
 
School atmosphere/quality of education/ functioning of school: 
Say it for transport problem of the school or the remote location of the school or their socio 
economic background the kids were always enthusiatic about their school.  
School activity: 
Independent of the delays in arrival of school children, kids who arrived on time were busy 
with their lessons/activities. In the figure below, the kids were practising crawling. On the 
first note, it looked too sinple, but we noticed that many kids could hardly do it the right way. 
It seems, some times kids that are at the age of 3-4, never learn crawling during their growth.  
 
As we walked pass the crawlig team and entered a class room of I std, there was a call for 
school assembley and the students geared up in line. Mean time, Mr. Muthuram was 
explaining us about the painting in the kindergarden classrooms (which, matches the IQ level 
of the class & painted by a auto driver in the neighbourhood), the pink board in contrast to 
black boards, four corners (play, study,etc.) in each classroom, one little girl interrupted us by 
saying, ‘Excuse me, one minute sir’, literally in English with no fear or hesitation. She wanted 
to show us some thing before the school assembly. She came back with a ‘Lemon tree’ in 
cocunt shell, as part of practical activity. The interesting fact was, she did not require 
instruction to show it up or any fear to stop some unknowns☺! 
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Followed by their teachers, they grouped together for the morning assembly. The school had 
run through a model election, where poll ballots, canvassing, electoral pledges and voting had 
taken place. The school assembly is chaired by President, Home minister, health minster and 
so on. They start with a prayer, followed by news reading, national pledge in English and 
Tamil, birthday song, special song recitation from different classes and many more activities. 
As a special note, they learn saying ‘Good Morning’ or ‘Hello’ in one new language every 
day.  
 
What surprised me was when I later entered a UKG class room. Their teacher was busy 
writing on the board without noticing our entry, while the 4-year old toddlers spoted us, stood 
up and joined hands to greet by saying, ‘Guutttennnn Morgen’ – ‘Guten Morgen’. That day 
was German language learning ☺ ! It was baffling to see them remember some thing that was 
mentioned in the school assembly for a minute! Just to remind you, it was not a convent 
school or a city based private school. These children were from rural regions and hardly first 
generation learners. The administration and theier teachers seem dedicated about their job and 
are doing excellent service. 
 
The school student president seems to be model for the entire school. He is now in his 9th std, 
but he lead his school with an example. He features in the Suyam 2001 video on ‘Nadaipathai 
pookal’ – ‘flowers from the street’ as a young road side street child sitting with his father. 
Now, being in the school, he has grown up and marching ahead. 
 
Some of the class room acitivities that we noticed during our site visit are illustrated in the 
figures below: 

 
 

Current situation: 
Income from school: 
Being the starting of academic year (June 2009), the school had been busy with new 
admissions. The current student strength is close to 400+ and the admission has been closed 
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inspite of continuing new requests. Around 120+ students seem to study and reside in the 
school premises. They are catered for their living, education, food and medical needs for free. 
The remaining bulk of children, pay a moderate fees (~Rs. 1000 – Rs. 1500) at the starting of 
the year. But in practise, there seems to be backlog with the fees payment due to poor 
economic background. Still the kids are encouraged to continue learning in order to avoid the 
drop out of first generation learners. But this seems to add additional overhead on the running 
costs of the school, which also has to address the hostel kids and the corresponding staff. 
 
Inflow of new inmates: 
Whenever Suyam trust is confronted with begging children in streets/trains/public places, they 
seem to reach out voluntarily. From their past work, they see that if the kid at an age of 6-10, 
if not recovered from the begging environment can very well grow up as an adult anti-social 
element or an illiterate wage earner. They seem to check the background, take legal steps 
(report to police), and try getting help from other governement/non government sources, and 
as a last option recover the kid to Suyam trust or Siragu. 
 
In last months, the children from Siragu went on an educational visit to Mysore. While being 
there, two young girl children (3-5 years old) were seen begging in the train. Following 
inquiry and based on the kids liking to join siragu, the Suyam trust brought them to Siragu. 
On the day of our site visit, the moment we arrived in Siragu, these two charming lads came 
from no where and hugged Mr. Muthuram. Neither Mr. Muthuram speaks Kannada, nor do 
the kids speak Tamil. Still the girls were jubiliant to see him. They kept coming to him now 
and then, wherever he went. They just speak 2 words each, ‘are you feeling good?’ and ‘did u 
eat?’ Ofcourse, their smiles speaks thousand words. 
 

Academic/Infrastructural/Running costs (salaries, food 
etc.) Needs of the school: 
Being the starting of the academic year, the school has enormous needs to cope with. They 
distribute two kinds of uniforms to kids, along with sandals. Unlike the previous years, the 
distribution of notebooks and stationary were hampered due to lack of donors. Still, the 
Suyam trust has managed to make some arrnagements to address this and generous support in 
this direction would always help. Majority of kids, still walk bare foot, which seemed to 
bother much, given the hot sun and hard roads they need to walk around. 
 
Running costs of Kitchen: 
Recurring needs of the kitchen include essential groceries, vegetables and operational costs. 
This can immensely support the overhead of the school running costs and also help provide 
the vital nutritious food to the under privileged children. For example, the running costs for 
food per month amounts to Rs. 40,000 – Rs. 50,000 every month. Good quality rice is major 
need/costs, which needs external donors. More support/publicity from the local 
community/donors could be a viable option. 
 
The school clearly runs short of class rooms, office space and hostel block. For example, the 
9th standard students were attending lessons in open area under a tree (see figure). The coridor 
of the class room is at times used as class room too. Also, there was no extra space, where 
teachers could gather/meet during breaks. The physics lab of the school is in way used as a 
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class room/hostel room. The physics lab also shares space with chemistry lab. Though the 
building for physics lab has been well erected, the need to well equip the lab with necessary 
instruments is far from reached. The Siragu team has managed to provide little resources for 
the lab, but a special funding is highly sort for equipping the lab for 9th and 10th std students. 
This in a way would be vital for the giving the school the necessary infrastructure for ICSE 
approval and subsequent government funding.  
 
Currently the students in upper primary write their school leaving exam in colloboration with 
Alpha-Omega school in the neighbourhood. The current stength of 9th std class was 5, which 
raises questions on the need to focus on further expansion. Undoubtedly, the Suyam trust 
seem to do an excellent work to cater the under privieleged children from the street/begging 
children community. They have future plans to extend the school to a multi-spectrum 
educational and vocational training institute, both in Palavedupeetai and other hamlets of 
begging communities (e.g. Kalahasthi, near Tirupathi). Nevertheless, the running cost of the 
school, the current liabilities, increasing school strength and other social ventures of Suyam 
trust seem to hamper their expansion.  
 
Suyam is looking for consistent support to pay the salaries of teachers, run the food program, 
adminstrative costs of the school and parallely focus infrastrcutural developments to cater the 
class room/hostel space desired for the better functioning of the Siragu School. If the running 
costs (~4000-5000 euros per month) needs are not rightly addressed, it might further worsen 
Suyam’s personal liabilities very badly. The earliest assistance, with a road map for 
sustainable existence through consistent financial support is highly essential for the good 
work of Suyam to continue. 
 
 
About ROSE: ROSE is a not-for-profit (VZW) organizaton registered and based in 
Leuven, Belgium (Registration Nr 474242896) whose aim is to support projects 
related to education. More information can be found by visiting our website, 
http://www.rosevzw.org or by emailing us at rosevzw@gmail.com

http://www.rosevzw.org/
mailto:rosevzw@gmail.com
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